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			Extreme pregnancy sickness: the quest for a cause

							A collaborative quest, spanning three continents, offers hope for potential treatments and prevention of extreme sickness and nausea in pregnancy.
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			The innovation demand paradox

							Innovate UK introduces a new programme exploring the role of Advance Market Commitments in the development and adoption of net zero solutions.
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			Research infrastructure comes in all shapes and sizes

							World-leading equipment, buildings and infrastructure are vital to the UK’s research and innovation and we must share it to make the most of this resource.
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			Delving into AI for autonomous systems

							Abanoub Ghobrial at the University of Bristol discusses his Industrial Cooperative Award in Science and Engineering (ICASE) research with Thales.
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			Five things we learned from watching a funding board meeting

							Interested in learning more about the funding process? Find out how observing a board or panel meeting could also help you write more effective grant applications.
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                    New research will help to secure the future of our rivers
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                    Health research: who funds what and where?
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